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Musical Chairs
with all of Our Chairs
The Alchemist took the opportunity to catch up with all eight former (and current)
LBMA Chairmen, whose tenures have covered the life cycle of the Alchemist from
the first edition in June 1995 to the present. We invited them to tell us about the
key market developments or their favourite stories from their time as Chair.
Alan Baker

Chairman to June 1997
What’s in a Name?
Perhaps my biggest concern with the
introduction of the Alchemist was its
name. It was quirky and I was dubious. Its
connotations to the medieval image of one
seeking to turn base metals into gold didn’t
seem to fit with the image of LBMA. What
impression would that give and what message did it present to
the world? The name was suggested by Jeff Rhodes, Chair of the
Public Affairs Committee, who was told by his boss at the time
that “it’ll never catch on”. I was expected to introduce it in the
Editorial of the first issue (Reaching Out, reproduced on page 4).
I suggested it might be the catalyst through which we might turn
informed information into gain, but I still wasn’t happy. From 1987
to 1994, LBMA had published a quarterly Newsletter addressing
mainly the London market, a kind of club newsletter that ran to all
of four pages. By 1994, we were looking to extend membership
to the global market and, as part of that effort, a change from
the more parochial Newsletter to
something more ambitious was
BY 1994, WE WERE
called for.

Looking back over old copies of the Alchemist, one sees that LBMA,
then as now, was looking for ways to improve our marketplace.
Following work to introduce the International Bullion Master
Agreement in 1994, we went on to produce the Bullion Definitions
to link bullion transactions to the ISDA Master Agreement in 1997
(see my Editorial in Alchemist 4, June 1996) and so incorporate
derivatives into netting – documents I was pleased to find are still
in use today. They entailed a lot of work at the time but hopefully
have saved a lot more work in conducting business since.
We made the first moves in lifting the veil towards greater
transparency with work on the compilation and publication of
bullion clearing statistics (see Alchemist 6, January 1997,
‘Clearing Volume on the London Bullion Market’ by Peter Smith) –
work that I see continues to be refined to this day.
We had to work with Reuters to extend the gold forward offered
(GOFO) rate page with LGLR for gold lending rates, when we had
to rely on its platform before the days of websites to publish
our statistics. Things have changed. Finally, we organised the
first overseas event for LBMA with a debate in Johannesburg
on the motion ‘This house applauds the practice of hedging by
producers’ (see the article by Sean Russo on Hedging and
Finance on page 36). The motion was passed by 66 to 16.

LOOKING TO EXTEND
And, as for the name, I’m
Another concern I had was
MEMBERSHIP TO
sure that in the global
whether we could attract
bullion market of today,
THE GLOBAL MARKET
sufficient contributors, and of the
the image conjured by the
AND,
AS
PART
OF
right calibre, to fill an enlarged
word ‘alchemist’ means
publication. When I look at what
THAT EFFORT, A
only one thing. And I
the Alchemist has become, it’s
CHANGE FROM THE
congratulate all of those who
good to see that was something I
MORE PAROCHIAL
have made LBMA and the
needn’t have worried about. LBMA
Alchemist what they have
NEWSLETTER TO
at the time was supported by just
become, an organisation
SOMETHING
MORE
two staff, Chris Elston, who I had
and a publication that bring
just introduced as our first Chief
AMBITIOUS WAS
the global bullion market
Executive, and Stella Thompson,
CALLED FOR.
together. Or perhaps a
the Secretary. That meant that
more recent definition of
much of the work of LBMA had to
an alchemist, as someone who
be done by the Committee members and, along with our day jobs,
transforms things for the better,
how would we manage it? When I look at the 17 members of staff
is more accurate in this case.
today, what a lot has changed, and how much London and LBMA
have achieved because of that.
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Peter Fava

Chairman June 1997 to July 1999
When I took over the Chairmanship of LBMA from my predecessor,
Alan Baker, the Alchemist was a glossy magazine in three colours –
gold, blue and black. Susanne Capano had been appointed our first
full-time editor. She really
started to make it look very
SUSANNE ASKED ME IF
professional.
LBMA decided to instigate a new class of member
the ‘International Associate’ and it was decided
that one of the things we could offer our new
members was the Alchemist. Susanne asked me if
she could improve the copy by using more colours. I
agreed that she could, provided that she paid for it
out of advertising.

SHE COULD IMPROVE
THE COPY BY USING MORE
COLOURS. I AGREED THAT
SHE COULD PROVIDED
THAT SHE PAID FOR IT
OUT OF ADVERTISING.

In Alchemist 13, we offered the market the opportunity to advertise business-to-business
products. We published Alchemist 14 in February 1999 with five adverts and using multi-colour
copy. The Alchemist is now the world-class publication on precious metals.

Advert placed in Alchemist 13 seeking
advertisers for the very first time.

Martin Stokes

Chairman July 1999 to June 2002
It amazes me now, but I sat on the LBMA
Management Committee for all the years
from 1989 to 2006, including as Chairman
from 1999 to 2002. During those 17
years, the Alchemist evolved from a parish
magazine for the London members to a
quality publication with an international reach.

Front cover of Alchemist 13, the first
edition to feature a full colour photograph.

Over the following years, providing such access and support
to counterparties from Ahmedabad to Zurich enabled LBMA to
become truly international and to create an interdependence
in the bullion market that gives significant support to local
regulators.
Until 2000, the annual Gold Conference, run by the Financial
Times in various European cities, was a professionally run and
popular event. However, it was expensive and not always attuned
either to the pulse of the market or to all of its aspects.

While I was on a family holiday in Dubai in 1999, I noticed the
first-class conference facilities in the Jumeirah Beach Hotel
and the rest is history. It was a courageous leap for our small
Executive office, but our very first Annual Conference in 2000
was a great success (see review by Susanne Capano, Alchemist
19, April 2000) – opened by Sheikh Mohammad and featuring
Clifford Smout of the Bank of England explaining the UK Gold
We had several very high-class candidates for the post of Chief
Auction programme (see photograph below). Twenty
Executive, but after a series of interviews, it
IT WAS A
Conferences later, it’s clear that we made the right
became clear that Stewart Murray was the
decision. As I recall, our outstanding Alchemist editor,
person for the job (see page 19, Alchemist 17,
COURAGEOUS
Susanne Capano, wrote up the event with great brio,
October 1999). How fortunate we were to have
LEAP FOR OUR
including a picture of a belly dancing demonstration by
engaged such a knowledgeable, loyal and hardSMALL EXECUTIVE four LBMA Chairmen!
working man. Over the years, Stewart came to
OFFICE, BUT OUR
personify LBMA!
VERY FIRST ANNUAL Julius Caesar and Winston Churchill knew that history
would treat them well – for they wrote it! But no fake
For many market participants, the words
CONFERENCE IN
news here! Over the years, the Alchemist has provided
‘standardised documentation’ bring on the need
2000 WAS A
a great forum for LBMA members and others to share
for a snooze – indeed, for some, it’s the dullest
GREAT SUCCESS. their knowledge and to provide analysis of current
of topics! However, this initiative was one of the
and possible upcoming market activity. Perceptive and
important ingredients in the cement that bound
interesting articles have sprung from every facet of the precious
the Association together. Much Committee work and significant
metals business. I look forward to reading the next 100 editions!
input from Allen & Overy resulted in bilateral agreements between
members being made virtually redundant, thereby saving significant
lawyer time. The record shows that I wrote some prosaic, but
important, Alchemist articles to explain the advantages.

There were four major initiatives during my tenure as Chairman,
all of which were closely covered by the Alchemist: the engaging
of a full-time Chief Executive, standardised documentation,
introduction of International Associates/Members and the
establishment of the LBMA Conference.

The International Associate initiative was sparked by a visit to JP
Morgan’s office by an individual from an Australian counterparty.
He complained to me, slightly tongue-in-cheek, that his firm had
no representation at LBMA.

Martin Stokes presenting a specially minted 10-tola gold bar to His
Highness General Sheikh Mohammad Bin Al Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown
Prince of Dubai and UAE Defense Minister. Photograph taken in Dubai at
LBMA’s first Annual Conference in 2000, Alchemist 19, April 2000.
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Simon Weeks

Chairman June 2002 to July 2006
Evolution will always be a key theme for
an organisation such as LBMA and it was
clear to me during my tenure as Chairman
that LBMA needed to evolve from being a
London-based trade association into an
international body that was at the core
of the rapidly expanding global bullion markets. Hand in hand
with this expansion came increased demand for international
membership, something that LBMA was keen to promote as
part of a fully encompassed offering to members.

One other area of change that required embracing was the
increasingly fast-paced move away from traditional telephonebased trading to electronic platforms.
Given the large number of platforms that were keen to provide
their services, there was a period when this meant that liquidity
was somewhat diluted; however, the markets soon found the
most efficient trading routes and we moved onto the next chapter
supported by the efforts of the now truly international LBMA (just a
shame we never got around to changing the name to reflect this!)

As the internationalisation of the markets
continued, LBMA grew alongside, which meant
not just a requirement for larger offices but
also a requirement to keep step with good
business practice to ensure that members,
regardless of where they were
based on the globe, were party
INITIATIVES
to the highest of standards.
Initiatives included the
appointment of five Good
Delivery Referees as well as
the introduction of Proactive
Monitoring of Good Delivery
List refiners (see Alchemist
33, December 2003,
‘Refereeing the Good Delivery
System’ by Stewart Murray)
– thus aiming to ensure
that refining standards were
both consistently high and
universal.

INCLUDED THE
APPOINTMENT
OF FIVE GOOD
DELIVERY
REFEREES, AS
WELL AS THE
INTRODUCTION
OF PROACTIVE
MONITORING OF
GOOD DELIVERY
LIST REFINERS.

Jeremy Charles
Chairman July 2006
to June 2009

Trialing the dip sample mould - a two-part cast iron mould as
featured in the article by Stewart Murray in Alchemist 33.

Much has been written about these products in the Alchemist and
there is no doubt in my mind that their creation changed the global
bullion market landscape more than any other development over
the last 50 years.

THE CREATION AND
My three-term period
as LBMA Chairman
DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOLD
coincided with two
ETF IN THE EARLY PART
significant events,
OF THIS CENTURY THAT
both of which had an
SIGNIFICANTLY
INCREASED
enormous impact on the bullion industry. The
MY PERSONAL PROFILE
first was the financial crisis, which resulted
in the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers and
ACROSS THE BULLION
created considerable difficulties for London
INDUSTRY WORLDWIDE
market participants around the world. It was
thanks to the combined efforts of LBMA,
the Bank of England and the industry participants
themselves that a secondary crisis was averted
in the bullion markets.

For a fuller account of Jeremy’s time as Chair
as well as his wider career in the market, see
Alchemist 67, July 2012, ‘A Golden Future for
the Bullion Market’, Editorial written to mark
Jeremy’s retirement.

However, it was the creation and development of
the gold ETF in the early part of this century that
significantly increased my personal profile across the
bullion industry worldwide (see article by Graham
Tuckwell on page 21).
My involvement in the development of these
investment products was probably the reason that I
was asked to become the LBMA Chairman in 2006.
This innovation connected LBMA to the world’s major
stock exchanges, provided a huge boost to the London
bullion markets and created a considerable number of
jobs in the process.
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Kevin Crisp

Chairman June 2009 to June 2011
What a pleasure to turn the clock back a
decade and recall friends and colleagues
and their contributions to LBMA and the
Alchemist. Scrolling through so many editions
and excellent articles, my takeaway from
2009 to 2011 was the explosive increase in
workload for the Executive and Committees.
Our agendas grew, meetings lengthened and the LBMA Executive
needed to expand. The Management Committee expanded
too and moved to a two-year term, while our membership and
Good Delivery List refiner base grew alongside. Our foundations
were strengthened by enhancing the Proactive Monitoring
and availability of Reference Materials as we embraced new
technologies such as electronic weighing.
We were on the cusp of what
WHAT WE SAW
became a regulatory tsunami.
AS THE LBMA
REACH is indelibly etched on my
‘CROWN JEWEL’
memory, but there was much more
as financial market reforms,
WAS CELEBRATED
environmental issues, supply chain
IN TIMOTHY GREEN’S
security, taxation and more required
HISTORY OF THE
close attention. Many of these
GOLD GOOD
financial and regulatory changes
DELIVERY LIST
were summarised by Barbara
Ridpath in her speech ‘Regulation:
Financial Reform & the Gold Market’ at LBMA’s first ever Bullion
Market Seminar (see the programme agenda opposite) in
conjunction with the Biennial Dinner, on 25 November 2010.

David Gornall

Chairman June 2011 to July 2014
Each year, Martin Stokes used to pay me
a visit to ask for a signature of support to
remain a member of LBMA’s Management
Committee. It was one of the few occasions
that he ever bought a drink!!!
I didn’t know too much about LBMA, apart from when I attended
the inaugural Biennial Dinner with Bob Guy and guest speaker
Robin Leigh Pemberton, BoE Governor. I was inquisitive that
day I met with Martin and asked who, why and what was LBMA
all about. He turned and said, “You should stand for election
yourself.” That day I secured the support required, and two
weeks later I stood for election and lost!

David Gornall and the LBMA
team at the 2011 Conference
in Montreal.

The following year I had
better luck having been
co-opted, joining the
Management Committee
in 2005, subsequently
becoming Vice Chair in
2010. I took the Chair in
June 2011, following on
from Kevin Crisp.

The first major change
witnessed that year was the
launch of Responsible Sourcing. Kevin and Ruth had built most
of the foundation stones of the Responsible Sourcing project in
the previous years and, in early 2012, the LBMA Responsible
Gold Guidance was launched (see Alchemist 65, January 2012,
‘Regulation Update’ by Ruth Crowell). Later that year, the
proficiency testing scheme for gold fire assayers became live.
When the CEO Stewart Murray decided to retire, the next task was
to appoint a successor. Ruth Crowell was duly appointed at the
end of 2013 and took office in January 2014.
Following Ruth’s appointment, later that year, we welcomed our
first in-house legal counsel, Sakhila Mirza.
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(You can read Barbara’s speech in
Alchemist 61, January 2011.)
What we saw as the LBMA ‘Crown
Jewel’ was celebrated in Timothy
Green’s History of the Gold Good
Delivery List.
Commercialisation entered our
vocabulary as we looked at LBMA
data sets and established our first
business relationships. We created
a Commercial Director role filled by
Ruth Crowell.

Bullion Market Seminar 2010
The LBMA held its first Bullion Market
Seminar in conjunction with the Biennial
Dinner. This Seminar took place at
Goldsmiths' Hall, on the afternoon of
Thursday 25th November.
Programme
Precious Metal Market Prospects and
Challenges
Kevin Andrew Crisp, Chairman, LBMA
Developments in the London Market –
Cleared Forwards
David Gornall, Global Head of
Precious Metals Trading, Natixis
Commodity Markets
Regulation
Barbara Ridpath, Chief Executive,
International Centre for Financial
Regulation
Prospects for Gold in 2011
Edel Tully, Precious Metals Strategist,
UBS
The LBMA Good Delivery System
Stewart Murray, Chief Executive, LBMA

Co-operation across the wider
precious metals universe and
outreach to a range of institutions
East and West added to the
workload. Conferences in Edinburgh and Berlin provided
platforms for wider discussion and debate. All of this needed
to be communicated and explained to our members. Alchemist
was a critical tool in
those efforts, and
this remains true a
decade later.

REACH Challenges
outlined in an article
by Violaine Verougstraete
Alchemist 63 August 2011.

As the responsibilities of the Management Committee changed
along with the market, work began on drawing up the new
governance system, which would result in the appointment of the
first independent Non-Executive Directors.
With a new team came new ideas along
with new initiatives. The interaction of the
CEO directly at the OECD placed LBMA at
the centre of the Responsible Sourcing
initiative. Now in its ninth year, we will see
the Responsible Gold Guidance version 9
launched in 2021.
The final days of my tenure saw the
introduction of the new LBMA Silver
Auction. In late April 2014, I was sitting
at home watching a film, it was around
11pm, and I was paying absolutely zero
interest to emails or social media and
so didn’t realise what was about to
unfold. My daughter was scanning her
Facebook page and told me that Ruth
had just instant messaged her asking
if I could call the Vice Chairman as a
matter of urgency.

THE TASK
WAS LEFT TO
RUTH, SAKHILA
AND MY GOOD
FRIEND, THE
LATE, GREAT
JON SPALL.

The next day it was announced that Deutsche was giving notice to
resign its Gold and Silver Fixing seats, such that from 15 August
2014, this would leave just two members of the London Silver Fixing.
The following day, in late April 2014, we began the task of creating a
new daily price mechanism to take effect in three months’ time. As I
had already decided to stand down by the next AGM in June, the task
was left to Ruth, Sakhila and my good friend, the late, great Jon Spall
(see obituary in Alchemist 93, April 2019, ‘A Man for all Seasons’),
to complete. To avoid a gap that could create market disruption, the
whole process of creating the LBMA Auction could not overrun the
77 working day deadline. Sakhila penned a great Alchemist article
covering this particular journey (see Alchemist 77, April 2015,
‘London Precious Metal Prices: Raising the Benchmark’).
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Grant Angwin

The Management
Committee became
Chairman July 2014
the Board, with an
to September 2016
independent Non-Executive
(and Co-Chair with Paul Fisher from
Director (NED) as Chair,
September 2016 to January 2017)
as well as another NED
joining the Board, with the
At the LBMA Biennial Dinner at Goldsmiths’
option of adding a third
Hall in 2010, I was fortunate enough to sit
NED. To ensure continued
next to an industry great – Steve Brantonrepresentation from the
Speak. Halfway through the event, he turned to me and said, “You
membership, there would
Grant Angwin is awarded the
should join the Management Committee.” I will admit that I didn’t
be three members from
2014 conference best speaker
think he was serious and neither did I take him seriously.
the Market Marker
prize, a 1oz gold bar, from Mehdi
Barkhordar, CEO of PAMP SA.
category and three
It wasn’t until June 2011 at an IPMI meeting that Kevin Crisp
members from Full
(then Chairman) and Ruth Crowell (then Deputy CEO) repeated
Membership category. The management team was further
the same words. This time, I thought they had had one too many,
enhanced with the addition of Neil Harby and Ed Blight as Chief
but 24 hours later, at the AGM, I was scrambling to get a Proposer
Technical Officer and Chief Financial Officer respectively.
and Seconder in order to secure a place
on the Management Committee, and to my STEVE BRANTON-SPEAK Further strengthening occurred, with the addition of
support to all the Executive Committee members, thus
surprise, Simon Churchill and David Gornall
TURNED TO ME AND
ensuring that LBMA would maintain its pre-eminent
stepped forward. Little did I know that four
SAID “YOU SHOULD
position as the ‘world’s independent authority and
years later, I would become the first and,
JOIN THE MANAGEMENT standard setter’.
probably, the last Chairman from the Full
Membership and a non-financial/trading
organisation.

COMMITTEE”. I WILL
ADMIT THAT I DIDN’T
THINK HE WAS SERIOUS
AND NEITHER DID I
TAKE HIM SERIOUSLY.

In my first Editorial for the Alchemist (see
Alchemist 76, January 2015, ‘A Baptism
of Fire’), LBMA was in the thick of internal
changes and precious metals were
facing unprecedented regulatory scrutiny.
Discussion had commenced to change the governance of LBMA.
The move from the London Fixes to independently run auctions,
initially with silver, and then followed by the remaining metals,
was a work in progress. Work was also beginning on the Global
Precious Metals Code, which was successfully launched after my
period as Chair in May 2017.

Paul Fisher

Chairman September 2016
to present
(and Co-Chair with Grant Angwin from
September 2016 to January 2017)
Since I became Chair of LBMA in 2016,
the world of private business has
changed. Increasingly, the pressure is
on all organisations to justify their social licence to operate.
That is being reflected in issues as varied as gender and racial
diversity, environmental impact, including climate change, and
taking care of employee mental health. One might have expected
the 2020 pandemic to divert such attention elsewhere, but in
some respects, it has become even more focused. In the past,
businesses might have complained that this agenda simply
threatened to add unnecessary costs to production,
adversely affecting the economy. But, increasingly,
these ‘social’ issues are being treated as probusiness. It turns out that the most successful
companies have the most diverse boards
and the most engaged employees, and
that the companies that generate high
ESG scores (environmental, social,
corporate governance) generate higher
returns over the medium run, not lower.
The transition of the economy away
from carbon emissions is creating
huge business opportunities. These
considerations have become as important
to the precious metals industry as everyone

Throughout all these upheavals, we continued to press
forward with improving the Responsible Gold Guidance
and development of the Responsible Silver Guidance.
Not necessarily the easiest of tasks as you need to
balance external expectations with industry realities.

The biggest change in the governance of LBMA occurred
in 2016; when the introduction of an Independent
Chairman and Non-Executive Director occurred. This was the
beginning of a journey and not the end point. This change was driven
by the misadventures of financial institutions and the continuing
push for a more transparent industry. I doubt LBMA will have to wait
nearly 30 years to enact the next major change.

“To improve is to change; to be perfect is to
change often” – Winston Churchill
else and, I am pleased to record, are increasingly being embodied
in LBMA standards and codes. Back in 2016, sustainability was
barely mentioned at our Annual Conference in Barcelona, by the
2019 Conference in Shenzhen, as well as at the Assay & Refining
Conference, it had become a dominant theme, (see Alchemist 93,
April 2019, ‘Refining in the Precious Metals Sustainability Chain’).
Perhaps the industry has not always had the best track record.

THAT IS BEING REFLECTED IN ISSUES AS
VARIED AS GENDER AND RACIAL DIVERSITY,
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, INCLUDING
CLIMATE CHANGE, AND TAKING CARE OF
EMPLOYEE MENTAL HEALTH.
It is undeniably energy intensive; in the wrong hands, it can be
highly polluting and exploitative; and its financial markets,
at least, tend to be male-dominated. But, thinking
constructively, that means a great opportunity
for positive change, for example, through the
potential for reduced energy costs, improved
access to talent and important contributions
to new sustainable technologies. We have a
chance, collectively, to ensure that precious
metals become part of the solution, rather
than being seen as part of the problem, and
I hope that’s the direction we continue to
follow.
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